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Networking and Kubernetes
Oct 08 2020 Kubernetes has become an essential part of the daily work for most system, network, and cluster administrators today. But to work
effectively together on a production-scale Kubernetes system, they must be able to speak the same language. This book provides a clear guide to the layers of complexity and
abstraction that come with running a Kubernetes network. Authors James Strong and Vallery Lancey bring you up to speed on the intricacies that Kubernetes has to offer for
large container deployments. If you're to be effective in troubleshooting and maintaining a production cluster, you need to be well versed in the abstraction provided at each
layer. This practical book shows you how. Learn the Kubernetes networking model Choose the best interface for your clusters from the CNCF Container Network Interface
project Explore the networking and Linux primitives that power Kubernetes Quickly troubleshoot networking issues and prevent downtime Examine cloud networking and
Kubernetes using the three major providers: Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure Learn the pros and cons of various network tools--and how to select the
best ones for your stack
Network World May 03 2020 For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the voice, data and video systems their
companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
Computer Network Architectures and Protocols
Jun 03 2020 This is a book about the bricks and mortar from which are built those edifices that will permeate the emerging
information society of the future-computer networks. For many years such computer networks have played an indirect role in our daily lives as the hidden servants of banks,
airlines, and stores. Now they are becoming more visible as they enter our offices and homes and directly become part of our work, entertainment, and daily living. The study of
how computer networks function is a combined study of communication theory and computer science, two disciplines appearing to have very little in common. The modern
communication scientist wishing to work in this area soon finds that solving the traditional problems of transmission, modulation, noise immunity, and error bounds in getting
the signal from one point to another is just the beginning of the challenge. The communication must be in the right form to be routed properly, to be handled without
congestion, and to be understood at various points in the network. As for the computer scientist, he finds that his discipline has also changed. The fraction of computers that
belong to networks is increasing all the time. And for a typical single computer, the fraction of its execution load, storage occupancy, and system management problems that
are in volved with being part of a network is also growing.
Ad Hoc Wireless Networks
May 27 2022 Ad hoc networking is a new area in wireless communications that is going to prevail in the next few decades. Understanding the full
potential of this technology will lead to new applications both civilian and military, such as military ad hoc wireless networks, environmental sensor networks, car-based ad hoc
networks, biomedical networks and many more. This text takes a “bottom-up” perspective. The physical layer performance of ad hoc wireless networks is studied in detail
showing the strong dependence of higher layer performance on physical layer capabilities and limitations. A communication-theoretic perspective on the design of ad hoc
wireless networks is presented. The interaction between physical layer and higher layers is discussed providing a new perspective in the practical design of ad hoc wireless
networks. Topics in the book range from the basic principles of networking and communication systems through to applications making it ideal for practicing and R&D
engineers in the wireless communications and networking industries looking to understand this new area. The inclusion of problems and solutions at the end of each chapter
furthers understanding and makes it a highly relevant text for post-graduate and senior undergraduates on communication systems and computer science courses.
Cisco Networking Essentials
Nov 08 2020 Start a career in networking Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd Edition provides the latest for those beginning a career in networking.
This book provides the fundamentals of networking and leads you through the concepts, processes, and skills you need to master fundamental networking concepts. Thinking
of taking the CCENT Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician ICND1 Exam 100-101? This book has you covered! With coverage of important topics and objectives, each
chapter outlines main points and provides clear, engaging discussion that will give you a sound understanding of core topics and concepts. End-of-chapter review questions
and suggested labs help reinforce what you've learned, and show you where you may need to backtrack and brush up before exam day. Cisco is the worldwide leader in
networking products and services, which are used by a majority of the world's companies. This book gives you the skills and understanding you need to administer these
networks, for a skillset that will serve you anywhere around the globe. Understand fundamental networking concepts Learn your way around Cisco products and services Gain
the skills you need to administer Cisco routers and switches Prepare thoroughly for the CCENT exam If you're interested in becoming in-demand, network administration is the
way to go; if you want to develop the skillset every company wants to hire, Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd Edition gets you started working with the most widespread name in
the business.
The Oxford Handbook of Social Networks
Feb 09 2021 "Social networks fundamentally shape our lives. Networks channel the ways that information, emotions, and diseases
flow through populations. Networks reflect differences in power and status in settings ranging from small peer groups to international relations across the globe. Network tools
even provide insights into the ways that concepts, ideas and other socially generated contents shape culture and meaning. As such, the rich and diverse field of social network
analysis has emerged as a central tool across the social sciences. This Handbook provides an overview of the theory, methods, and substantive contributions of this field. The
thirty-three chapters move through the basics of social network analysis aimed at those seeking an introduction to advanced and novel approaches to modeling social networks
statistically. The Handbook includes chapters on data collection and visualization, theoretical innovations, links between networks and computational social science, and how
social network analysis has contributed substantively across numerous fields. As networks are everywhere in social life, the field is inherently interdisciplinary and this
Handbook includes contributions from leading scholars in sociology, archaeology, economics, statistics, and information science among others"-Information Technology in Supplier Networks
Jan 29 2020 The present work by Sascha Weber addresses procurement which deals with business partners beyond the
boundaries of one's organization. Procurement refers to the function of purchasing goods and services from suppliers, whether raw material used to manufacture an
organization's final products, maintenance and repair supplies, or capital goods such as machinery and buildings. Major decisions in procurement concern the selection of the
right suppliers with whom to establish a business relationship, the design of purchasing contracts, and the selection of information technology used to support the
procurement process. In recent years the progress in information technology not only provided opportunities to rationalize the existing way of organizing procurement, but also
opened up new ways of conducting business as the emergence of virtual enterprises and electronic markets may indicate. The objective of Sascha Weber's research is to
analyze and answer the question of how the use of information technology and expected progress influences procurement decisions of an organization. The analysis is
conducted identifying important parameters which describe the relevant properties of information technology and supplier relationships. Information technology is
distinguished flrstly in terms of the task which is supported between information technology used to support the evaluation of potential suppliers and information technology
for the support of the execution of a supplier relationship.
Computer Networks and Internets
Sep 30 2022 Suitable for those with little or no background, this text offers an overview of networking and Internet technology. It provides a
tour through all of networking, from the lowest level of data transmission and wiring to the highest levels of application software. An accompanying CD-ROM and Web site
provide opportunities for a variety of hands on experiences. The CD contains copies of text figures, digitized images of network wiring and equipment, and files of data that can
be used as input to student programs, a key search mechanism, and links to the Web site.
Networks May 15 2021 No previous knowledge of data communications and related fields is required for understanding this text. It begins with the basic components of
telephone and computer networks and their interaction, centralized and distributive processing networks, Local Area Networks (LANs), Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs),
Wide Area Networks (WANs), the International Standards Organization (OSI) Management Model, network devices that operate at different layers of the OSI model, and the IEEE
802 Standards. This text also introduces several protocols including X.25, TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, NetBEUI, AppleTalk, and DNA. The physical topologies, bus, star, ring, and mesh are
discussed, and the ARCNet, Ethernet, Token Ring, and Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) are described in detail. Wiring types and network adapters are well covered, and a
detailed discussion on wired and wireless transmissions including Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is included. An entire chapter is devoted to the various types of networks that one can
select and use for his needs, the hardware and software required, and tasks such as security and safeguarding data from internal and external disasters that the network
administrator must perform to maintain the network(s) he is responsible for. Two chapters serve as introductions to the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and
Remote Monitoring (RMON). This text includes also five appendices with very useful information on how computers use numbers to condition and distribute data from source to

destination, and a design example to find the optimum path for connecting distant facilities. Each chapter includes True-False, Multiple-Choice, and problems to test the
reader's understanding. Answers are also provided.
Tactical Wireless Communications and Networks
Feb 21 2022 Providing a complete description of modern tactical military communications and networks technology, this book
systematically compares tactical military communications techniques with their commercial equivalents, pointing out similarities and differences. In particular it examines each
layer of the protocol stack and shows how specific tactical and security requirements result in changes from the commercial approach. The author systematically leads readers
through this complex topic, firstly providing background on the architectural approach upon which the analysis will be based, and then going into detail on tactical wireless
communications and networking technologies and techniques. Structured progressively: for readers needing an overall view; for those looking at the communications aspects
(lower layers of the protocol stack); and for users interested in the networking aspects (higher layers of the protocol stack) Presents approaches to alleviate the challenges
faced by the engineers in the field today Furnished throughout with illustrations and case studies to clarify the notional and architectural approaches Includes a list of problems
for each chapter to emphasize the important aspects of the topics covered Covers the current state of tactical networking as well as the future long term evolution of tactical
wireless communications and networking in the next 50 years Written at an advanced level with scope as a reference tool for engineers and scientists as well as a graduate text
for advanced courses
Fascia: The Tensional Network of the Human Body - E-Book
Nov 28 2019 The role of the fascia in musculoskeletal conditions and as a body-wide communication system is now
well established. Fascia: The Tensional Network of the Human Body constitutes the most comprehensive foundational textbook available that also provides the latest research
theory and science around fascia and their function. This book is unique in offering consensus from scientists and clinicians from across the world and brings together the
work of the group behind the international Fascia Research Congress. It is ideal for advanced sports physiotherapists /physical therapists, musculoskeletal/orthopaedic
medicine practitioners, as well as all professionals with an interest in fascia and human movement. The comprehensive contents lay the foundations of understanding about
fascia, covering current scientific understanding of physiology and anatomy, fascial-related disorders and associated therapies, and recently developed research techniques.
Full colour illustrations clearly show fascia in context New content based on latest research evidence Critical evaluation of fascia-oriented therapies by internationally trusted
experts Chapter outlines, key points and summary features to aid navigation Accompanying e-book version include instructional videos created by clinicians
Green Communications and Networking
Sep 18 2021 Green Communications and Networking introduces novel solutions that can bring about significant reductions in energy
consumption in the information and communication technology (ICT) industry—as well as other industries, including electric power. Containing the contributions of leading
experts in the field, it examines the latest research advances in green communications and networking for next-generation wired, wireless, and smart-grid networks. The book
presents cutting-edge algorithms, protocols, and network architectures to improve energy efficiency in communication networks. It illustrates the various aspects of modeling,
analysis, design, management, deployment, and optimization of algorithms, protocols, and architectures of green communications and networking. The text examines energyefficient hardware platforms, physical layer, networking, and applications. Containing helpful references in each chapter, it also: Proposes a mechanism for minimizing energy
consumption of wireless networks without compromising QoS Reviews recent development in utility communication networks, including advanced metering infrastructure and
SCADA Studies energy-efficient rate adaptation in long-distance wireless mesh networks Considers the architectural design of energy-efficient wireline Internet nodes Presents
graph-theoretic solutions that can be adopted in an IP network to reduce the number of links used in the network during off-peak periods Outlines a methodology for optimizing
time averages in systems with variable length frames Details a demand-based resources trading model for green communications The book introduces a new solution for
delivering green last-mile access: broadband wireless access with fiber-connected massively distributed antennas (BWA-FMDA). It also presents a methodology for optimizing
time averages in systems with variable length frames. Surveying a representative number of demand and response methods in smart grids, the text supplies you with the
understanding of smart grid dynamics needed to participate in the development of next-generation wireless cellular networks.
Modeling Telecom Networks and Systems Architecture
Dec 30 2019 The book outlines Sysnet Modelling, a method for modelling systems architecture. The method is
particularly well suited for telecom networks and systems, although a large part of it may be used in a wider context.
Optical WDM Networks Aug 06 2020 Provides a comprehensive and updated account of WDM optical network systems Optical networking has advanced considerably since
2010. A host of new technologies and applications has brought a significant change in optical networks, migrating it towards an all-optical network. This book places great
emphasis on the network concepts, technology, and methodologies that will stand the test of time and also help in understanding and developing advanced optical network
systems. The first part of Optical WDM Networks: From Static to Elastic Networks provides a qualitative foundation for what follows—presenting an overview of optical
networking, the different network architectures, basic concepts, and a high-level view of the different network structures considered in subsequent chapters. It offers a survey
of enabling technologies and the hardware devices in the physical layer, followed by a more detailed picture of the network in the remaining chapters. The next sections give an
in-depth study of the three basic network structures: the static broadcast networks, wavelength routed networks, and the electronic/optical logically routed networks, covering
the characteristics of the optical networks in the access, metropolitan area, and long-haul reach. It discusses the networking picture; network control and management,
impairment management and survivability. The last section of the book covers the upcoming technologies of flex-grid and software defined optical networking. Provides
concise, updated, and comprehensive coverage of WDM optical networks Features numerous examples and exercise problems for the student to practice Covers, in detail,
important topics, such as, access, local area, metropolitan, wide area all-optical and elastic networks Includes protocols, design, and analysis along with the control and
management of the networks Offers exclusive chapters on advance topics to cover the present and future technological trends, such as, software defined optical networking
and the flexible grid optical networks Optical WDM Networks: From Static to Elastic Networks is an excellent book for under and post graduate students in
electrical/communication engineering. It will also be very useful to practicing professionals in communications, networking, and optical systems.
Handbook of Business Data Communications
Jun 23 2019 Do you need a one-volume lesson about business applications of the Internet and other computer-based hardware
and software? This book provides comprehensive coverage of four major areas: The Internet and Data Communications Basics, Popular Types of Networks, Design,
Implementation, and Management Issues in a Network Environment, and Data Communication and Internet Applications. The Handbook of Business Data Communications
looks briefly at the major corporations working in each category. In addition to practical examples, short case studies, and summaries of emerging issues in data
communications, Professor Bidgoli discusses personal, social, organizational, and legal issues surrounding the use of networks and business software. Easy to use, balanced,
and up-to-date, the Handbook has both answers and insights into future trends in business data communications. Key Features * An industry profile begins each chapter,
providing readers with ways to learn more about the products they use * Numerous case studies of businesses throughout the book highlight applications topics * Includes
balanced presentations of current and emerging technologies as well as useful discussions of security issues and measures * Presents thorough examinations of the Internet
and intranets/extranets * Social, organizational, and legal materials provide context for data communications information * Summaries and review questions reinforce the aims
of each chapter
National Association of Broadcasters Engineering Handbook
Aug 18 2021 The NAB Engineering Handbook provides detailed information on virtually every aspect of the
broadcast chain, from news gathering, program production and postproduction through master control and distribution links to transmission, antennas, RF propagation, cable
and satellite. Hot topics covered include HD Radio, HDTV, 2 GHz broadcast auxiliary services, EAS, workflow, metadata, digital asset management, advanced video and audio
compression, audio and video over IP, and Internet broadcasting. A wide range of related topics that engineers and managers need to understand are also covered, including
broadcast administration, FCC practices, technical standards, security, safety, disaster planning, facility planning, project management, and engineering management. Basic
principles and the latest technologies and issues are all addressed by respected professionals with first-hand experience in the broadcast industry and manufacturing. This
edition has been fully revised and updated, with 104 chapters and over 2000 pages. The Engineering Handbook provides the single most comprehensive and accessible
resource available for engineers and others working in production, postproduction, networks, local stations, equipment manufacturing or any of the associated areas of radio
and television. * An National Association of Broadcasters official publication * Over 100 industry leaders combine their knowledge and expertise into one comprehensive
reference * Completely revised to add many new technologies such as HDTV, Video over IP, and more
Introduction to Computer Networks and Cybersecurity
Dec 10 2020 If a network is not secure, how valuable is it? Introduction to Computer Networks and Cybersecurity takes
an integrated approach to networking and cybersecurity, highlighting the interconnections so that you quickly understand the complex design issues in modern networks. This
full-color book uses a wealth of examples and illustrations to effectively connect the principles of networks and networking protocols with the relevant cybersecurity issues. Get
the Fundamentals of Internet Architecture and the Protocol Layers Organized into six parts, the book walks you through the fundamentals, starting with the way most people
first encounter computer networks—through the Internet architecture. Part 1 covers the most important Internet applications and the methods used to develop them. Part 2
discusses the network edge, consisting of hosts, access networks, LANs, and the physical media used with the physical and link layers. Part 3 explores the network core,
including packet/circuit switches, routers, and the Internet backbone, and Part 4 examines reliable transport and the management of network congestion. Learn about Malware
and Security Systems Building on the concepts and principles, the book then delves into state-of-the-art cybersecurity mechanisms in Part 5. It reviews the types of malware
and the various security systems, made up of firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and other components. Crucially, it provides a seamless view of an information
infrastructure in which security capabilities are built in rather than treated as an add-on feature. The book closes with a look at emerging technologies, including virtualization
and data center and cloud computing unified communication. Understand Cyber Attacks—and What You Can Do to Defend against Them This comprehensive text supplies a
carefully designed introduction to both the fundamentals of networks and the latest advances in Internet security. Addressing cybersecurity from an Internet perspective, it
prepares you to better understand the motivation and methods of cyber attacks and what you can do to protect the networks and the applications that run on them. Pedagogical
Features The book’s modular design offers exceptional flexibility, whether you want to use it for quick reference, self-study, or a wide variety of one- or two-semester courses
in computer networks, cybersecurity, or a hybrid of both. Learning goals in each chapter show you what you can expect to learn, and end-of-chapter problems and questions
test your understanding. Throughout, the book uses real-world examples and extensive illustrations and screen captures to explain complicated concepts simply and clearly.
Ancillary materials, including PowerPoint® animations, are available to instructors with qualifying course adoption.
CompTIA Security + Guide to Network Security Fundamentals
Jul 29 2022 This best-selling guide provides a complete, practical, and thoroughly up-to-date introduction to
network and computer security. COMPTIA SECURITY+ GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS, Seventh Edition, maps to the new CompTIA Security+ SY0-601
Certification Exam, providing comprehensive coverage of all domain objectives to help readers prepare for professional certification and career success. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Sams Teach Yourself Networking in 24 Hours
Sep 06 2020 In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to use today’s key networking techniques and technologies to
build, secure, and troubleshoot both wired and wireless networks. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you master every skill you need–from working with

Ethernet and Bluetooth to spam prevention to network troubleshooting. Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world
success! Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common networking tasks. Q&A sections at the end of each hour help you test your knowledge. By the
Way notes present interesting information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you
to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to… Choose the right network hardware and software and use it to build efficient, reliable networks
Implement secure, high-speed Internet connections Provide reliable remote access to your users Administer networks to support users of Microsoft, Linux, and UNIX
environments Use low-cost Linux servers to provide file and print services to Windows PCs Protect your networks and data against today’s most dangerous threats Use
virtualization to save money and improve business flexibility Utilize RAID technologies to provide flexible storage at lower cost Troubleshoot and fix network problems one step
at a time Preview and prepare for the future of networking
Multimedia Communications and Networking
Apr 25 2022 The result of decades of research and international project experience, Multimedia Communications and Networking
provides authoritative insight into recent developments in multimedia, digital communications, and networking services and technologies. Supplying you with the required
foundation in these areas, it illustrates the means that will allow for improved digital communications and networks. The book starts with a review of the fundamental concepts,
requirements, and constraints in networks and telecommunications. It describes channel disturbances that can hinder system performance—including noise, attenuation,
distortion, and interferences—and provides transmission techniques for mitigating these limitations. Analyzing both cable and wireless transmission mediums, the book
describes the network protocol architecture concept and includes coverage of twisted pairs, coaxial and optical fiber cables, wireless propagation, satellite communications,
and terrestrial microwave systems. Facilitating the understanding required to participate in the development of current and next generation networks and services, this
comprehensive reference: Examines the range of network interconnections and WAN/MAN technologies, including synchronous optical networks (SONET), synchronous digital
hierarchy (SDH), and third and next generation cellular systems (3G and 4G) Describes local area network (LAN) theory and technology, including data link layers and virtual
LANs Explores network and transport layers, such as addressing, routing protocols, and IPv4 and IPv6 algorithms Covers TCP/IP services and applications Investigates
different authentication and cryptographic systems, including digital signature, SSL, TLS, IPSEC, and public key infrastructure Walking you through the planning, design, and
development of multimedia, telecommunications, and networking systems, the book provides a quick and easy way to develop and refine the skills required in the field. It clearly
explains the principles and corresponding techniques you need to know to implement network security. The many examples and end-of-chapter questions also make it suitable
for undergraduate and graduate-level computer science and electrical engineering courses.
Global Perspectives on E-Commerce Taxation Law
Jun 15 2021 This book considers the implications for the domestic and international tax systems of the growth of ecommerce. It covers a wide variety of activities, from discussion of the principles governing direct and indirect taxation, to explanation of the implementation and use of ecommerce on the part of businesses as well as the application of existing tax principles in this field.
Network+ Guide to Networks
Jul 05 2020 Readers master the technical skills and industry know-how required to begin an exciting career installing, configuring, and
troubleshooting computer networks with the completely updated NETWORK+ GUIDE TO NETWORKS, 7E. Readers prepare for success on CompTIA’s Network+ N10-006
certification exam with fully mapped coverage of all objectives, including protocols, topologies, hardware, network design, and troubleshooting. New interactive features cater
to the grazing reader, making essential information easily accessible and helping learners visualize high-level concepts. This edition introduces the latest developing
technology with a fresh, logical organization. New OSI layer icons visually link concepts and the OSI model. New and updated On the Job stories, Applying Concepts activities,
Hands-On and Case Projects encourage further exploration of chapter concepts. This edition’s emphasis on real-world problem solving provides the tools to succeed in any
computing environment. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Readings in Groupware and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
Jan 23 2022 This comprehensive introduction to the field represents the best of the published literature on
groupware and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). The papers were chosen for their breadth of coverage of the field, their clarity of expression and presentation,
their excellence in terms of technical innovation or behavioral insight, their historical significance, and their utility as sources for further reading. Taken as a whole, the papers
and their introductions are a complete sourcebook to the field. This book will be useful for computer professionals involved in the development or purchase of groupware
technology as well as for researchers and managers. It should also serve as a valuable text for university courses on CSCW, groupware, and human-computer interaction.
Mastering VMware vSphere 6.7
Nov 20 2021 Master your virtual environment with the ultimate vSphere guide Mastering VMware vSphere 6.7 is the fully updated edition of the
bestselling guide to VMware's virtualization solution. With comprehensive coverage of this industry-leading toolset, this book acts as an informative guide and valuable
reference. Step-by-step instruction walks you through installation, configuration, operation, security processes, and much more as you conquer the management and
automation of your virtual environment. Written by certified VMware vExperts, this indispensable guide provides hands-on instruction and detailed conceptual explanations,
anchored by practical applications and real-world examples. This book is the ultimate guide to vSphere, helping administrators master their virtual environment. Learn to:
Install, configure, and manage the vCenter Server components Leverage the Support Tools to provide maintenance and updates Create and configure virtual networks, storage
devices, and virtual machines Implement the latest features to ensure compatibility and flexibility Manage resource allocation and utilization to meet application needs Monitor
infrastructure performance and availability Automate and orchestrate routine administrative tasks Mastering VMware vSphere 6.7 is what you need to stay up-to-date on
VMware's industry-leading software for the virtualized datacenter.
Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks
Aug 30 2022 What every electrical engineering student and technical professional needs to know about data exchange across
networks While most electrical engineering students learn how the individual components that make up data communication technologies work, they rarely learn how the parts
work together in complete data communication networks. In part, this is due to the fact that until now there have been no texts on data communication networking written for
undergraduate electrical engineering students. Based on the author’s years of classroom experience, Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks fills that gap in the
pedagogical literature, providing readers with a much-needed overview of all relevant aspects of data communication networking, addressed from the perspective of the various
technologies involved. The demand for information exchange in networks continues to grow at a staggering rate, and that demand will continue to mount exponentially as the
number of interconnected IoT-enabled devices grows to an expected twenty-six billion by the year 2020. Never has it been more urgent for engineering students to understand
the fundamental science and technology behind data communication, and this book, the first of its kind, gives them that understanding. To achieve this goal, the book:
Combines signal theory, data protocols, and wireless networking concepts into one text Explores the full range of issues that affect common processes such as media
downloads and online games Addresses services for the network layer, the transport layer, and the application layer Investigates multiple access schemes and local area
networks with coverage of services for the physical layer and the data link layer Describes mobile communication networks and critical issues in network security Includes
problem sets in each chapter to test and fine-tune readers’ understanding Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks is a must-read for advanced undergraduates and
graduate students in electrical and computer engineering. It is also a valuable working resource for researchers, electrical engineers, and technical professionals.
Business Data Communications and Networking
Jul 17 2021 Acclaimed for its accuracy, cutting-edge orientation and clarity of presentation, this best-selling text in its new
edition is better still. It covers everything MIS professionals need to know about data communications and networks - from hardware and network design to security and LANs.
A First Course in Network Theory
Sep 26 2019 The study of network theory is a highly interdisciplinary field, which has emerged as a major topic of interest in various
disciplines ranging from physics and mathematics, to biology and sociology. This book promotes the diverse nature of the study of complex networks by balancing the needs
of students from very different backgrounds. It references the most commonly used concepts in network theory, provides examples of their applications in solving practical
problems, and clear indications on how to analyse their results. In the first part of the book, students and researchers will discover the quantitative and analytical tools
necessary to work with complex networks, including the most basic concepts in network and graph theory, linear and matrix algebra, as well as the physical concepts most
frequently used for studying networks. They will also find instruction on some key skills such as how to proof analytic results and how to manipulate empirical network data.
The bulk of the text is focused on instructing readers on the most useful tools for modern practitioners of network theory. These include degree distributions, random networks,
network fragments, centrality measures, clusters and communities, communicability, and local and global properties of networks. The combination of theory, example and
method that are presented in this text, should ready the student to conduct their own analysis of networks with confidence and allow teachers to select appropriate examples
and problems to teach this subject in the classroom.
Atm Enterprise & Public Network Opportunities
Aug 25 2019
Mathematical Modeling of Physical Networks
Mar 25 2022
Developing Networks using Artificial Intelligence
Mar 01 2020 This book mainly discusses the most important issues in artificial intelligence-aided future networks, such as
applying different ML approaches to investigate solutions to intelligently monitor, control and optimize networking. The authors focus on four scenarios of successfully
applying machine learning in network space. It also discusses the main challenge of network traffic intelligent awareness and introduces several machine learning-based traffic
awareness algorithms, such as traffic classification, anomaly traffic identification and traffic prediction. The authors introduce some ML approaches like reinforcement learning
to deal with network control problem in this book. Traditional works on the control plane largely rely on a manual process in configuring forwarding, which cannot be employed
for today's network conditions. To address this issue, several artificial intelligence approaches for self-learning control strategies are introduced. In addition, resource
management problems are ubiquitous in the networking field, such as job scheduling, bitrate adaptation in video streaming and virtual machine placement in cloud computing.
Compared with the traditional with-box approach, the authors present some ML methods to solve the complexity network resource allocation problems. Finally, semantic
comprehension function is introduced to the network to understand the high-level business intent in this book. With Software-Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), 5th Generation Wireless Systems (5G) development, the global network is undergoing profound restructuring and transformation. However, with the
improvement of the flexibility and scalability of the networks, as well as the ever-increasing complexity of networks, makes effective monitoring, overall control, and
optimization of the network extremely difficult. Recently, adding intelligence to the control plane through AI&ML become a trend and a direction of network development This
book's expected audience includes professors, researchers, scientists, practitioners, engineers, industry managers, and government research workers, who work in the fields
of intelligent network. Advanced-level students studying computer science and electrical engineering will also find this book useful as a secondary textbook.
Guide to OSI and TCP/IP Models
Jul 25 2019 This work opens with an accessible introduction to computer networks, providing general definitions of commonly used terms in
networking. This is followed by a detailed description of the OSI model, including the concepts of connection-oriented and connectionless communications. The text carefully
elaborates the specific functions of each layer, along with what is expected of protocols operating at each layer. Next, the journey of a single packet, from source to destination,
is described in detail. The final chapter is devoted to the TCP/IP model, beginning with a discussion of IP protocols and the supporting ARP, RARP and In ARP protocols. The
work also discusses the TCP and UDP protocols operating at the transport layer and the application layer protocols HTTP, DNS, FTP, TFTP, SMTP, POP3 and Telnet. Important

facts and definitions are highlighted in gray boxes found throughout the text.
Networking Fundamentals
Nov 01 2022 Focusing on the physical layer, Networking Fundamentals provides essential information on networking technologies that are used in
both wired and wireless networks designed for local area networks (LANs) and wide-area networks (WANs). The book starts with an overview of telecommunications followed
by four parts, each including several chapters. Part I explains the principles of design and analysis of information networks at the lowest layers. It concentrates on the
characteristics of the transmission media, applied transmission and coding, and medium access control. Parts II and III are devoted to detailed descriptions of important WANs
and LANs respectively with Part II describing the wired Ethernet and Internet as well as cellular networks while Part III covers popular wired LANs and wireless LANs (WLANs),
as well as wireless personal area network (WPAN) technologies. Part IV concludes by examining security, localization and sensor networking. The partitioned structure of the
book allows flexibility in teaching the material, encouraging the reader to grasp the more simple concepts and to build on these foundations when moving onto more complex
information. Networking Fundamentals contains numerous illustrations, case studies and tables to supplement the text, as well as exercises with solutions at the end of each
chapter. There is also a companion website with password protected solutions manual for instructors along with other useful resources. Provides a unique holistic approach
covering wireless communication technologies, wired technologies and networking One of the first textbooks to integrate all aspects of information networks while placing an
emphasis on the physical layer and systems engineering aspects Contains numerous illustrations, case studies and tables to supplement the text, as well as exercises with
solutions at the end of each chapter Companion website with password protected solutions manual and other useful resources
Network Programmability and Automation
Apr 13 2021 "This practical guide shows network engineers how to use a range of technologies and tools--including Linux, Python,
JSON, and XML--to automate their systems through code. [This book] will help you simplify tasks involved in configuring, managing, and operating network equipment,
topologies, services, and connectivity."--Page 4 of cover
Integrating Psychoinformatics with Ubiquitous Social Networking
Jun 27 2022 This book deepens the understanding of people through smartphone data obtained via mobile
sensing and applies psychological insights for social networking applications. The author first introduces TYDR, an application for researching smartphone data and user
personality. A novel, structured privacy model for mobile sensing applications is developed and the obtained empirical results help researchers gauge what data they can
expect users to share in daily-life studies. The new research findings, the concept of mobile sensing, and psychological insights about the formation and structure of real-life
social networks are integrated into the field of social networking. Finally, for this novel integration, the author presents concepts, decentralized software architectures, and fully
realized prototypes that recommend new contacts, media, and locations to individual users and groups of users.
Advances in Communication, Network, and Computing
Jan 11 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Advances in Communication, Network, and Computing, CNC 2012, held in Chennai, India, February 24-25, 2012. The 41 revised full papers presented together with 29 short
papers and 14 poster papers were carefully selected and reviewed from 425 submissions. The papers cover a wide spectrum of issues in the field of Information Technology,
Networks, Computational Engineering, Computer and Telecommunication Technology, ranging from theoretical and methodological issues to advanced applications.
Introduction to Network Security
Apr 01 2020 Unlike data communications of the past, today's networks consist of numerous devices that handle the data as it passes from the
sender to the receiver. However, security concerns are frequently raised in circumstances where interconnected computers use a network not controlled by any one entity or
organization. Introduction to Network Security exam
Computer Network Security
Dec 22 2021 A comprehensive survey of computer network security concepts, methods, and practices. This authoritative volume provides an
optimal description of the principles and applications of computer network security in particular, and cyberspace security in general. The book is thematically divided into three
segments: Part I describes the operation and security conditions surrounding computer networks; Part II builds from there and exposes readers to the prevailing security
situation based on a constant security threat; and Part III - the core - presents readers with most of the best practices and solutions currently in use. It is intended as both a
teaching tool and reference. This broad-ranging text/reference comprehensively surveys computer network security concepts, methods, and practices and covers network
security tools, policies, and administrative goals in an integrated manner. It is an essential security resource for undergraduate or graduate study, practitioners in networks, and
professionals who develop and maintain secure computer network systems.
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach, Global Edition
Oct 20 2021 For courses in Networking/Communications. Motivate your students with a top-down, layered
approach to computer networking Unique among computer networking texts, the 7th Edition of the popular Computer Networking: A Top Down Approach builds on the author’s
long tradition of teaching this complex subject through a layered approach in a “top-down manner.” The text works its way from the application layer down toward the physical
layer, motivating students by exposing them to important concepts early in their study of networking. Focusing on the Internet and the fundamentally important issues of
networking, this text provides an excellent foundation for students in computer science and electrical engineering, without requiring extensive knowledge of programming or
mathematics. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your
notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the
iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your
digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS Mar 13 2021 Primarily intended as a text for undergraduate courses in Electronics and Communications Engineering,
Computer Science, IT courses, and Computer Applications, this up-to-date and accessible text gives an indepth analysis of data communications and computer networks in an
easy-to-read style. Though a new title, it is a completely revised and fully updated version of the author's earlier book Data Communications. The rapid strides made during the
last decade in the fields of data communication and networking, and the close link between these two subjects have prompted the author to add several chapters on computer
networks in this text. The book gives a masterly analysis of topics ranging from the principles of data transmission to computer networking applications. It also provides
standard protocols, thereby enabling to bridge the gap between theory and practice. What's more, it correlates the network protocols to the concepts, which are explained with
the help of numerous examples to facilitate students' understanding of the subject. This well-organized text presents the latest developments in the field and details current
topics of interest such as Multicasting, MPLS, IPv6, Gigabit Ethernets, IPSec, SSL, Auto-negotiation, Wireless LANs, Network security, Differentiated services, and ADSL.
Besides students, the practicing professionals would find the book to be a valuable resource.
Multiplex and Multilevel Networks
Oct 27 2019 The science of networks represented a substantial change in the way we see natural and technological phenomena. Now we have
a better understanding that networks are, in most cases, networks of networks or multi-layered networks. This book provides a summary of the research done during one of the
largest and most multidisciplinary projects in network science and complex systems (Multiplex). The science of complex networks originated from the empirical evidence that
most of the structures of systems such as the internet, sets of protein interactions, and collaboration between people, share (at least qualitatively) common structural
properties. This book examines how properties of networks that interact with other networks can change dramatically. The authors show that, dependent on the properties of
links that interconnect two or more networks, we may derive different conclusions about the function and the possible vulnerabilities of the overall system of networks. This
book presents a series of novel theoretical results together with their applications, providing a comprehensive overview of the field.
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